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Make/Model:
Engine Make/Model:

Aircraft Damage:
Number of Engines:

Operating Certificate(s):

Fatal Serious Minor/None
Crew
Pass

Last Depart. Point:
Destination: 

Airport Proximity:

Condition of Light:
Weather Info Src:

Basic Weather:
Lowest Ceiling:

Visibility:
Wind Dir/Speed:

Temperature (°C):
Precip/Obscuration:

Pilot-in-Command Age:

Certificate(s)/Rating(s)

Flight Time (Hours)

Total All Aircraft:
Last 90 Days:

Total Make/Model:
Total Instrument Time:

Printed on : 11/20/2013 7:56:09 AM

Name of Carrier:
Type of Flight Operation:

Reg. Flight Conducted Under: Part 135: Air Taxi & Commuter

UnK/Nr
31
88
1948

Airplane

Commercial; Multi-engine Land; Single-engine Land

24

Dry
Asphalt
6607 / 150
20
Richmond International AirportAirport Name:

Runway Identification:
Runway Length/Width (Ft):

Runway Surface:
Runway Surface Condition:

***  Note:  NTSB investigators may not have traveled in support of this investigation and used data provided by various sources to prepare
this aircraft accident report. ***

The  twin-engine  airplane  was  scheduled  for a routine night cargo flight. Witnesses and radar data described the airplane accelerating
down  the  runway to a maximum ground speed of 97 knots, then entering an aggressive climb before leveling and pitching down. The airplane
subsequently  impacted  a  parallel  taxiway  with  its  landing  gear retracted. Slash marks observed on the taxiway pavement, as well as
rotation  signatures  observed  on  the  remaining  propeller  blades, indicated that both engines were operating at impact. Additionally,
postaccident  examination  of  the  wreckage  revealed no evidence of any preimpact mechanical failures or malfunctions of the airframe or
either  engine.  The as-found position of the cargo placed the airplane within the normal weight and balance envelope, with no evidence of
a  cargo-shift having occurred, and the as-found position of the elevator trim jackscrew was consistent with a neutral pitch trim setting.
According  to  the  airframe  manufacturer's  prescribed  takeoff procedure, the pilot was to accelerate the airplane to an airspeed of 85
knots,  increase the pitch to a climb angle that would allow the airplane to accelerate past 96 knots, and retract the landing gear before
accelerating  past  128  knots.  Given  the loading and environmental conditions that existed on the night of the accident, the airplane's
calculated  climb  performance  should have been 1,800 feet per minute. Applying the prevailing wind conditions about time of the accident
to  the  airplane's  radar-observed ground speed during the takeoff revealed a maximum estimated airspeed of 111 knots, and the airplane's
maximum  calculated  climb rate briefly exceeded 3,000 feet per minute. The airplane then leveled for a brief time, decelerated, and began
descending, a profile that suggested that the airplane likely entered an aerodynamic stall during the initial climb.
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident to be:
The  pilot’s  failure to maintain adequate airspeed during the initial climb, which resulted in an aerodynamic stall and subsequent impact
with the ground.

Accident (Continued)

OCCURRENCES

Takeoff - Abrupt maneuver
Initial climb - Aerodynamic stall/spin
Uncontrolled descent - Collision with terr/obj (non-CFIT) 

FINDINGS

Personnel issues-Task performance-Use of equip/info-Aircraft control-Pilot - C
Aircraft-Aircraft oper/perf/capability-Performance/control parameters-Airspeed-Not attained/maintained - C

Findings Legend: (C) = Cause, (F) = Factor
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